Destiny Ewing,
Marrs Magnet 2367A “Fast Food Joint”
Start: Friday, 4/9/21.
Finish: Tuesday, 4/20/21.

Military-Bot
The purpose of this robot is to prevent a parent from leaving
their family and possibly dying in the war zone. This robot is solar
powered. He waits and knows when war happens. He fends off the
bad guys but does not kill them, he just wants them to know that
what they are doing is not fair. He also disarms bombs, and stops
grenades from hurting anyone, so he tries his best to get everyone
away from the said bomb and grenades.
This robot has artificial intelligence that helps him understand
what the meanings of certain stuff are, like how to disarm a bomb,
though I have mentioned that. Yet, a Military Robot already exists,
but this robot is better from my perspective, no offense to people
who work in the military. Even though their robot saves lives, it still
is not fully worked through yet, they are still working things out for
it. Therefore, my robot is better in other ways. This robot is solar
powered, meaning it is not controlled by a human, kind of what solar
powered means. It is controlled by the sun basically.
Quick Joke:
Why do robots have summer holidays?
To recharge their batteries.

https://punsandoneliners.com/
(CTRL+CLICK)

This robot is non-violent, so he will not hurt anyone, he will
just spook you enough to get you until you listen and stop your
violent behavior.
There are lots of deaths from wars, this is a list of Armed War
Conflicts in the year
of
2020, May 10,
Major Wars: 10,000+ Deaths,
Major Conflicts: 100-999 Deaths
Wars In General: 1,000-9,999 Deaths,
Skirmishes And Clashes: Fewer Than 100 Deaths.
That is the equivalent amount of people in a small town of
Nebraska.
The Military-Bot would make those deaths go down.
This robot is 8’3 ft tall, 251.46 Centimeters,
and 99 inches tall, aka, as
tall as the tallest man
in the world.
Cool?
If so, then do not be afraid to take him 1v1.
(Height challenge, like I said, he is non-violent.)
Facts: Sultan Kösen Is the tallest man in the world, standing at
8ft, 2.58 inches, and 251 centimeters tall.
These robots can be deployed in situations
and areas which are dangerous and
can kill or maim troops. Army robots can

provide a backup during heavy artillery fire and
reduce the number of casualties. They can also map a
potentially
large hostile area by accurately detecting
a variety of threats.

Materials:
• Hot Glue,
• Toothpicks,
•

Cardboard Stand.

(I sadly only have one picture, my mom kidnapped him,
and is probably abusing his power of military statistics)

Quote At The End!!

Quote:
I Am Not Afraid Of An Army Of Lions,
A Sheep.
I Am Afraid Of Sheep Lead By An
Army Of Lions.
-Alexander The GreatHave A Good Day!!
Bye!!

